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1,500 TONS ON KASSEL

Well over 1,500 tons of high explosives and incendiary bombs were dropped on

Kassel last night. Towards the end of the attack huge fires were burning and a

great pall of smoke, 18,000 feet high, hung over the city.

Photographs taken during the attack confirm the reports of the crews that the
raid was highly effective.

Kassel, one of Germany’s most important armaments and engineering centres, has
been twice bombed this month. In the two attacks the city has had no less than

3,000 tons of bombs dropped on it.

Squadrons of the Royal Canadian Air Force Bomber Group took part in the attack

and dropped the heaviest load of bombs yet released by the group on a German target,
Australian squadrons were also engaged and all their crews agree that the bombing
was most effective.

The weather was again bad, with thick icy clouds over most of the 450 miles

journey to the target, "There was ice on the windows and over the front turret,"
a Halifax pilot said, "and blue lights danced across the wind screen, We flew for a

long time through the cloud, which was so thick that we could not see anything.
Then, about 40 miles away from the target, the weather- suddenly improved and

except for some thin haze it was quite clear over Kassel,

"We arrived only a few minutes after the attack had started, but the fires had

already caught by the tine we made our bombing run. There was much flak, but it

was only after We had dropped our bombs, and were making our way out, that the

fighters appeared. Strings of flares began going down, and enemy aircraft started

laying a flare path both on the way into the target and on the route out. Combats

started, and we could see tracer flashing across the sky,"

Flying-Officer A.J, Walker, of Rugby, who was rear-gunner in another Halifax,
told of one of the largest explosions he had ever seen, "It went off just after

we had bombed," he Said, "There was a deep red flash followed by smoke that went

rolling up into the sky, When we had flown about 40 miles we saw another explosion,
which sent flames shooting upwards to light up the whole sky, Even at that

distance the sky was so bright that I could see everything in my turret, and my

captain said that he could see the flashes reflected on the windows of his cockpit,"

A third explosion was seen by Pilot-Officer W, Buckel, of Gravesend, Kent,
pilot of a Lancaster* when he was 50 miles on his way home. "There was already a

fire with a column of smoke rising thousands of feet into the air." he said, "and

the explosion occurred at the base of the smoke. Deep orange red flames shot up

and there was a glow up to a height of over 4,000 feet. It was some time before

the flames died down,"

Later arrivals said that the Germans had rushed up a strong force of fighters
to defend the city. The battle grew fiercer and fiercer and still more flares went

down, "There was a line on both sides of us as we went in to bomb," said the bomb-

aimer of a Lancaster, "and a third was going clown as we came " Some of our

crews dived straight through these flares to make quite sure of their targets,

despite the danger from the fighters above waiting for our aircraft to be illuminated*

But our bombers gave a good account of themselves. One group alone shot down

five enemy aircraft.

One fighter, a Junkers 88, was destroyed by a Halifax just after it had bombed

and was leaving the target area. It held its fire until it was within 200 yards of

the bomber, As it opened fire with cannon shells and machine-gun bullets the rear-

gunner of the Halifax replied, and saw his bullets entering the fighter’s fuselage.
The Junkers burst into flames, and as it dived down, the mid-upper of the

bomber gave it a burst. The pilot and most of his crew saw the Junkers hit the
ground and explode. The Halifax escaped undamaged.

Official photographs are being released through P.N.A. and B.I.P.P.A.


